
GOLDEN HEALING PACKAGE DESCRIPTIONS 

 

 

Celestial Golden Chi 

By Hari Andri Winarso. The Celestial Golden Chi has a purpose to help you 

to take charge of your own life and to increase your capacity for positive 
change. You can experience a new, expanded perception and a more 

objective understanding and outlook on life. Importantly, through you will 
be able to go to greater heights and levels in your life. This Celestial Golden 

Chi will resonate with your own bio-energy field, thus your energy field will 
begin to resonate to the higher frequencies raising your personal bio-

energy signature to new higher energy levels. When you work with this 
Celestial Golden Chi, your intuition greatly increases as your third eye 

chakra balances, energizes and opens up, this means greater psychic 
abilities such as remote viewing, remote sensing, remote influencing, and 

astral projection. When you resonate at a high vibratory rate you have a 

more positive attitude as negative energies or thoughtforms seem to drop 
away. This energy will neutralize detrimental energies and only let in the 

positive higher energies as you are protected from negative psychic 
influence with a protective energy shield. You can manifest more powerfully 

when your vibratory rate is at an ultra-high frequency because you have a 
more powerful connection to your higher self and the universal intelligence. 

The growth and expansion brought about by Celestial Golden Chi helps you 
to build on your old frameworks without any trauma; thus you will  have a 

new perspective and therefore make better choices. The Celestial Golden 
Chi has 2 levels :Practitioner Level : The Level One gives the attunement 

necessary to become a practitioner of this Celestial Golden Chi. Through 
this attunement your own awareness will be greatly expanded. At this level 

you will learn : How to Use the Celestial Golden Chi, Golden Chi Bubble 
(Protection), Golden Chi Wall (Protection), Meditation. Master Level : The 

Master Level will provide you with the attunements and information 

required to teach the healing and other technique in the Celestial Golden 



Chi. The attunements will take you to a higher level of awareness. At this 
level you will learn : Advanced Golden Chi, Golden Star of Chi, Golden Chi 

Soul Sequence, Pure Golden Light Of Chi, Golden Chi Purity, Golden Palms 

Chi.  

 

Essential Golden Rays 

Essential Golden Rays support the development of mental and 
psychological confidence in business relationships, family and romance. It 

helps to sharpens and trust your intuitions more. Remove the 

disappointments feeling to self and to others. 

Restores spiritual faith and compassion. Essential Golden Rays helps to 
calm all your Chakras after you've been exposed to erratic or disturbing 

energies. It will rejuvenate your Heart Chakra & also works well with the 

Throat Chakra. 

Essential Golden Rays inspires self-truth, sincerity and honor. It unlocks 

psychic vision and improves confidence, both directed towards oneself and 
towards others. Gives you strength in making tough decisions. Helps 

develop your own personal truth and gives courage to follow your 
convictions. Essential Golden Rays dispels negative energy and it's also a 

soothing and calming energy. Physically it's assisting the body with the 
absorption of calcium, balances metabolism, nervous system and stabilize 

the heart rate. 

 

Golden Armor Energetic 

By Jalu Wasonaodi. Golden Armor Energetic is powerful system embody 

within it the vibration of the Golden ray, a powerful energy. This vibrate 
strongly within the solar plexus chakra, which is the seat of the will in the 

body. This build a psychic shield, and this help the process by creating a 
strong resonance in your area. Golden Armor Energetic are highly 

protective and are a beneficial to strengthen your will. 

Golden Armor Energetic is has a golden ray that not only can protect you 
or strengthen your will, this can lift-up or enhance your confidence too. This 

have strong energy to aid manifestation. The vibration of Golden Armor 
Energetic encourage the growth of your personal abundance and 

prosperity. 

  



Golden Arowana Empowerment 

The Arowana, also known by the Chinese as the “golden dragon” or “living 

dragon”, is said to be the most expensive aquarium fish in the world. It is 
the perfect wealth enhancer for people with good taste. Appreciated as a 

gift by businessmen or business counterparts. It is a significant symbol of 
prosperity, because the word fish in Chinese translates to “yu”, which also 

means wealth. 

The Arowana fish is an amazing creature. It has adapted to humankind, as 

it is able to interpret the language, stay focused on tasks, and display a 
high level of intelligence. One of the most prominent abilities that the 

Arowana has is being able to see bad events in the future, detecting the 
aura of negative energy to come. If it suddenly begins to hit itself against 

the walls of its glass aquarium, it is a sign of terrible events. The Arowana, 
in the worst cases, will spring out of the water and commit suicide, 

sacrificing its own life to repress negative energy for its owner. 

The Arowana is a very influential icon among all other water-dwelling 
creatures. It will bring all kinds of blessings to your home and your family, 

some of these being increased income (the reason for its title of the “wealth 
fish” by affluent businessmen and tycoons), prevention of accidents and 

harm, protection and guardianship, as well as an enhancement of 

surrounding chi flow. 

 

Golden Body Protector 

Golden Body Protector is a great system that can produce a very strong 
energy by attracts energy around us to help us to feel safe and comfort 

into all our daily life. It also then radiating our inner self to the others 
around us. The energy possesses a very strong appeal that can gather all 

energy around us and able to process and form these energies into a 
powerful protective energy for our bodies to prevent us against negativity 

around us. 

The protection of energy able to generate vibrations those provide warmth 
and comfort in the body. Thus, our minds can be more relaxed and at ease. 

Golden Body Protector vibrations can stimulate Solar Plexus Chakra to be 
stronger and ease the nervous system, metabolic rate, digestive, and skin 

problems. 

It able to strengthen the aura that we able to dismiss all negative thought, 

intention and deed, so that we can prevent undesirable moment present 
into our life. Auric field that we have can be more extensive and 

stronger.  Those who use this energy system will have bright aura and 
attract the other attention into us, make us the center of them. Golden 



Body Protector can help us to be more intelligent and more mature in 

thinking and solving the problems that we face. 

 

Golden Dove Healing Reiki 

Golden Dove Healing Reiki brings  peace, healing emotional issues, 
removing worry and stress, and removing the energy blocks that stagnate 

your energies. This system connects you to Spirit, and the Golden Dove of 
pure golden light and love for spiritual and emotional healing that fills you 

with peace, and harmony within. It can be used to speed recovery from 
illness and injuries as well as healing the pain you may be carrying within 

your body, mind, and spirit. It may be used to improve  finances, by 
clearing the stress and worries and then helping to draw positive energies 

of abundance. It may be used to heal relationships and emotional wounds 
inflicted by bad relationships. It helps with improving your self-esteem and 

giving you the courage to release the people, places, and things in your life 

that no longer serve you for your highest good, in a gentle and loving way. 
The Golden Dove Healing Reiki energies are powerful, but you will feel them 

as loving, gently healing issues to lessen chaos that comes with change and 
transitions, and beautiful as the Golden Dove cleanses and heals your 

energies. You may feel lighter, and filled with love, light, and peace as the 
negative energies are released and lifted from you. There will be no 

negative side effects, and love of self and others and a strong spiritual 
connection fill the void left by releasing anything that is not for your highest 

good. 

 

Golden Dragon Love Empowerment 

Golden dragon love empowerment plus Egyptian golden tara empowerment 

by Ramon Martinez Lopez. 

Jonsu means: 

• To go through 

• Youthful essence 

• The traveler 

it means traveller, and also had the titles Embracer, Pathfinder, and 
Defender, as he was thought to watch overnight travelers. As the god of 

light in the night, Khonsu was invoked to protect against wild animals, 

increase male virility, and to aid with healing. 



Tara Kurukulle (Tibetan: rig che ma. English: The One of the Action 
Family): Goddess of Power. Kurukulle is to develop one's capacity and to 

make one attractive to beings. The Tibetan equivalent of Sekhmet. 

Golden tara kurukulla distinctiveness: 

• eliminates negativity inside and outside 

• empowerment with feminine qualities: 

• nurturing 

• passion 

• love 

• sex 

• dreams 

• sensitivity 

• creation of life 

• she is a destroyer of negativity 

• magnetism 

• astral body cleansing 

• infinitive light 

• purification of negativity to turn into joy 

• cutting all negativity to turn into a whole being 

• I am 

Enjoy the blissful experience of this golden unique love. 

 

Golden Dragon Pearl 

Golden Pearl transcends the duality of the subconscious and the conscious, 
the sun and the moon are forming a single energy, the golden pearl. 

Activates and harmonizes the energy in the first and second chakra, foot 
contact with the earth and hips energy. It balances the inner core that sits 

the heart chakra and soul and ascend from the throat chakra to crown 
chakra with golden energy pervading everything. Activates the earth 



kundalini. There is a golden chamber around the physical heart, this is the 

golden dragon pearl. It activates your inner and outer divinity. 

There is a place in your heart where sits the spiritual heart. Tune in and 
integrates the jewel of the dragon with the heart of Mother Earth and the 

cosmos. 

 

Golden Flame 

Golden Flame has a powerful healing action on emotional scars within the 

Heart Chakra and also exposes emotional issues, thereby enabling one to 

work on this area. 

At a mental level the Golden Flame increases clarity by increasing the 
intensity, strength and quality of neuro-transmission and reception. 

Improves electro-magnetic flow through the meridians enhancing the 
energy potential of all the major organs on an etheric and physical level. 

Helps link mental and spiritual faculties. Strengthens the central nervous 

system. Also cleanses and empowers the etheric energies which permeate 
the spinal cord. It brings strength to the physical heart and purifies the 

blood by releasing toxins. Stimulates red blood cell production. 

Golden Flame are transmitted within the aura and in close proximity to the 

physical body in a thunderously powerful cloak of psychic protection. 

Golden Flame is a great power of psychic protection. 

 

Golden Growth Accelerator 

With Golden Growth Accelerator you will be helped to achieve physical and 
spiritual balance in life and so you can make the best use of schedules and 

our time wisely and balance the opportunities you have at the end of your 
hand. You will be led to the renewal, regeneration and growth of your self-

development in a balanced manner so as to produce the best you need in 

life. 

You assisted in adapting and adjusting to the changes yourself with your 

surroundings with the best of your ability so that you also will get used to 
the changes in your life. You helped to be able to invest the time to look 

further afield will be offered wisdom for the betterment of yourself. 

 

Golden Healing 

Golden Healing is an excellent energy for use in all healing situations. 

Golden Healing have been used to incite healing on all levels. Promotes the 



recognition of methods and techniques which will further recoveries from 
all disorders. Golden Healing accesses higher energy and also activates the 

3rd chakra marrying our will with the divine will.  

 

Golden Laser 

Prerequisite:Silver Laser. Golden Laser activates the Heart Chakra and 

aligns the Heart Chakra with the Throat and Third Eye Chakra. It 
synthesizes the energies to produce loving thoughts and loving 

communication. Just holding this stone produces the feeling of a powerful 
peace, gently penetrating the inner core of ones being. It connects one to 

the infinite source of love, providing for purification on all levels. It further 
initiates the internal acknowledgement and external expression of self-love, 

unconditional love, and romantic love. It is an excellent energy  for those 
who are not totally relaxed when expressing the emotions of the heart. It 

can also be used to remove obstacles from one’s path. It further provides 

indication of the procedural steps required to attain the desired end result 
and acts as a facilitator in the physical, emotional, and intellectual realms. 

It dissolves negativity, automatically raising the vibrations of the area 
surrounding it; the diameter of the energy field can range from two inches 

to infinity (if directed properly). It can be used to dispel possession from 
outside influence/entities, providing protection on the outer areas of the 

aura, Golden Laser produces a shield from unwanted energies. 

 

Golden Eye Grid 

By Daniella Hills. Daniela gives instruction that is very useful. There are 

instructions for seeing in the spiritual realms and receiving applicable 
information for your life and the lives of others. This is more than just an 

attunement; there are a lot of instructions included for you. 

What is the Golden Eye in the Grid? It is the eye of the inner knowledge, 

inner realization. It looks deep into our SELF. It stands for the awakening 

of the mind and is the symbol of perception. 

What will the Golden Eye attunement do for you? 

• The Golden Eye brings calmness of thought, thus creating space for 

information about receiving or sending. 

• It helps to connect you to information and therefore to become a 

channel for it. 

• The Golden Eye in the grid will consciously help you to connect with 

everything and observe, what IS. 



• It brings you into the state of the observer. 

• Through the attunement of The Golden Eye Grid, your spirit will be 

awakened. You will realize that everything in life is a kind of game, 

and that you decide how you will play the game. 

• You realize that you are connected to everything that IS, and that 

there is no coincidences anymore. 

• The Golden Eye of Inner Realization will help you to observe 
situations from "above" in order to truly understand what is 

happening in these situations. 

• It opens your intuition and connects you with your inner wisdom. 

• It also helps you to look through the eyes of other people so you 

might understand them better. 

• With the help of this eye and grid you can be with this consciousness 

at many places at once. 

• The attunement will help you towards self-mastery. 

• You learn how to detect your conscious and unconscious belief 

patterns and through this realization you transform them. 

• It is possible to detect the root causes of problems, not only in this 

life, but also in past lives. 

What requirements will you need in order to work with the Golden Eye? The 
understanding that you have created everything in your life with the power 

of your thoughts, consciously or unconsciously. The understanding that we 
are all energetically connected with each other, and thus our thoughts and 

actions affect ourselves and others. The knowledge that you have the ability 

to change everything in your life. 

The ability to easily relax and let go. 

 

Golden Scroll Reiki 

Golden Scroll Reiki was channeled by Reiki Master Stephanie Brail. Golden 

Scroll Reiki is an easy-to-use Reiki system that helps manifest goals, 

dreams, and desires. It does this in two ways: 

• One, by clearing out any negative energy or blockages to the goal, 

• Two, by creating positive thought forms to help manifest the goal into 

reality. 



Golden Scroll Reiki utilizes the power of positive visualization and adds Reiki 

energy to it, to make it even more effective. 

In her manual for this course, Stephanie Brail describes the process of 
visualization as, “Visualization works in a number of ways. One, it helps to 

focus the mind and open the individual up to new possibilities. With a 
more positive mental outlook, the individual is prone to make better 

choices and achieve better results. 

Visualization also works by creating an energy of “attraction” 

utilizing thought forms that send a message to others around the individual 
that this is what they are looking for. It is the energetic equivalent 

of putting a classified ad up.” 

Golden Scroll Reiki is not necessarily an instant fix to all of life’s problems, 

but it will help clear the path and open up new possibilities. It cannot 

change the will of another human being or manifest dollars out of thin air. 

Golden Scroll Reiki can be used for yourself, to manifest your own goals 

and you can also use it to help others as part of an in-person Reiki session 

or in a distant Reiki healing session. 

 

Golden Ankh Initiation 

This initiation empowers you to do the Golden Ankh Meditation, a 
meditation that is one of the standard practices in both components of the 

Khu School, namely the Mysteries of Isis sequence and the Mysteries of 
Osiris sequence. This meditation was one of the most popular in the ancient 

Egyptian teachings, appearing in most of the schools. Each lesson of the 
Khu sequence contains an initiation which makes the Golden Ankh 

Meditation even more powerful.  

This initiation empowers you to do the meditation. The initiation gives you 

the ability to empower others to do the meditation. Anyone who wishes to 
receive the initiation should call upon Isis and Osiris, and then ask their 

higher self to give it to them. 

Please note that it is the shakti, or spiritual energy, conveyed by the 
initiation which gives this meditation its transformative power; without the 

shakti the meditation is simply another visualization and lacks the power 

given to it by the shakti. 

 

  



Gold Magnet Business Success 

Golden Magnet Business is a powerful and high frequency energy system 

that allows us and our business to attract any energy that appropriate with 
our intention. This high frequency works at our sushumna (main meridian) 

to stimulate our chakras along its channel, to work properly and draw off 
the strong and high energy charge. Thus, it can produce and radiate the 

strong and wide magnetism energy into our surroundings. 

This system enhances our business to achieve power, strength, wealth, 

warmth, happiness, love, hope, optimism, intelligence, justice, balance, 
perfection, summer, harvest and the sun. It brings glorious moment within 

our business and spread the warm into surroundings. 

The system interfuses the essence of gold and the power of bio-

electromagnetic energy to new combination energy that is in certain 
frequency, to generate a powerful energy to attract prosperity, opportunity, 

cooperation, wealth, glory, appreciation, honor, etc. 

Golden Magnet Business attracts the space and time to our business golden 

ages. This system has the tools that we can work, such: 

•    Golden Bio-Electric Current 

•    Golden Bio-Electromagnetic Field 

•    Golden Attraction 

•    Golden Chain 

•    Golden Vortex Magnetism 

 

Golden Money Flush 

It has very spiritual frequency to shifting our energetic vibration to become 

more attractive to money and wealth and feel like a million dollars. Its 
purpose is going to change our energetic alignment and put a right sparkle 

in our aura. 

Golden Money Flush is very useful to increase our Glorious Self, for being 

a shiny soul, for achieving success in this life in every way it can be 

measured. It will stimulate us to feel so prosperous, very on top of our 
finances and even we had some excellent ideas for a new business project 

which seemed to have come out of nowhere. It gives us an endless 
opportunity to use in manifestation for prosperity, money, wealth and even 

soul abundance - all at the same time. 

 



Golden Purple Jade Egg Empowerment 

By Ramon Martinez Lopez. In golden jade divine egg is contained 

everything and all things originated from it, bringing the world into a fine 
balance for life to evolve. The truth is the entire solar system is a series of 

such eggs - nested one within another- all resonating out of the Sun's 
golden spiral. We live inside this solar system - growing in the yolk of an 

enormous fractal egg laid by the Milky Way. Etheric or physical it works 

either.  

Purple Jade is a stone of mirth and happiness. By purifying the aura and 
dispelling any negative feelings or attitudes, it allows for the spontaneous 

joy of life to fill the soul and spill over to others. Purple Jade, in shades of 
light to dark violet, is also a stone of discernment. Its frequency speaks of 

spiritual knowledge and the ability to use that information to decide what 

is most aligned with one's personal path.  

Purple Jade aids shamanic journeys and in meditations when receiving 

information is the primary goal. It is also useful for enhancing dreams, 
dream recall, and interpretation. It is a stone that because of its physical 

and energetic qualities (also mythical and mystical) allows us to enter into 
that spectrum of our subconscious to reveal the repressed contents of the 

feminine. Is a natural therapeutic tool that helps us heal diseases of female 
organs. As we all know, vibrational medicine focuses on healing through 

subtle bodies. On it we establish the scientific bases of the therapeutic work 

that explain the form of healing of such a valuable instrument.  

Cleans the entire energy system via the central channel, which includes the 
chakras, nadis and meridians, making it a valuable instrument of preventive 

medicine. - Help in the healing of fibroids, cysts and all diseases of the 
reproductive organs when the woman is open to the process, since these 

are not diseases, but dense crystallized energies adhered in the physical 
body. - It is a geometry that heals through the female sexual energy, from 

physical affections to emotional, which makes it highly recommended in the 

climacteric. - Increases electromagnetic fields, which enhances the 
connection of women with their own physical and energetic strength. - It 

supports the recovery of women's personal power, increasing their self-

esteem.  

Energies of previous relationships that clog the energy flow of the current 
relationship are cleansed. - It works in the belief system, so it is expected 

that the woman will achieve greater clarity as to their identity, their feelings 
and their choice. - It works with the creative power of the woman and 

comes to unlock all the dense energy of the human energy system that 
goes from the sacrum to the head. - Help in personal inner work and power 

all energetic practices such as meditation, qi gong or tai chi, among others. 

 



Golden Ray Business Success 

The Golden Ray Business Success helps us to radiate strong energy, its 

vibration powerfully resonates within any area where it is used. This is a 
very beautiful vibration, raise the level of our vibration, and aid us in 

creating the life our desire. The Golden Ray Business Success attracting 
prosperity and success, along with increasing happiness, cheerfulness, and 

creativity. It’s a cheerful vibration for anyone involved in business, anyone 
who is looking to attract more money and prosperity, anyone looking for 

an extra boost in their ability to manifest their goals, or anyone who just 

wants to feel more happiness. 

Many benefits that we can find in The Golden Ray Business Success, 
including remove obstacles from your path. This clean out negativity which 

block our ability to manifest our desires and increases motivation, drive, 
and will-power. Clean out attached negativity on our business place which 

create clog to blocking our energy vibrations out. So our vibration can be 

perceived by others, our feelings of happiness, joy, and cheerfulness and 

brings feelings of warmth and comfort for self and others. 

Other benefits of Golden Ray Business Success: 

• Increases good luck and our power. 

• Activates our creativity and enhances concentration. 

• Helps in release self-destructive tendencies and habits. 

• Assist to release what is no longer serving us so that we can move 

forward. Increases self-esteem and self-confidence. 

• Absorbs our negative energy and emotions. Clears out sadness, 

negativity, and negative thoughts, while increasing optimism. 

• Great for decreasing fear and worries. 

• Protects us from the negative energy, negative emotions, negative 

thoughts, and ill-wishes of others. 

 

Golden Ray Empowerment 

This empowerment includes teachings on the healing power of forgiveness. 
It includes notes on how to release fears so that you may progress 

spiritually. This is a very lovely, beautiful energy.  

 

  



Golden Self Transcendence 

This is a spiritual development form, not used for healing purposes. This 

energy form helps with issues dealing with freedom, moving and 
transcending throughout spiritual selves and realization. Self-

Transcendence is freedom in one short word. It is also the human nature. 
IT is the process of going beyond our current limitations. It is the unique 

ability to rise above the automatic reactions to external factors. Love is the 
creation, the manifestation of our deepest human nature, our true human 

spirit. It is said that God governs his creation which means that the true 
transcendent self the realized self-aware principle of the system is the 

master of all of its contents and that no content has the power to define it 
or condition it. There are three attunements, each with a ten day waiting 

period between each level. The first level is Self-Mastery. Level two is 

Balance and the third level is Transcendence of the Self. 

 

Golden Solar High Energy 

Golden Solar High Energy helpful in manifesting ideas into reality and giving 

courage in times of change. Focusing the Golden Solar High Energy to the 
Solar Plexus Chakra to increase your personal power. It draws Spiritual 

energy down to the Earth, while still keeping you centered here on the 

ground. 

Golden Solar High Energy brings good luck and prosperity. It attracts 
abundance and can also stimulate the rise of Kundalini energies. Golden 

Solar High Energy helpful to enhances psychic abilities and balances the 
lower Chakras. Focusing the energy to Sacral Chakra can bring spiritual 

grounding. 

You can activate Golden Solar High Energy when you need a boost of 

creative energy, or when dealing with issues involving power, will, control, 
and/or concentration.  While Golden Solar High Energy help to raise 

vibrations, it also connects these energies to the lower Chakras in balance, 

which keeps one from feeling disconnected when working with higher goals. 

 

Golden Sun Star 

Golden Sun-Star opens a blocked or an unawakened Third Eye. It heals the 

Third Eye and Soma Chakra (Read Note) after psychic trauma or 
restrictions. This energy facilitates visualization, grounds spiritual vision 

and connects to higher spiritual forces. Golden Sun-Star is uplifting to the 
spirits and imparts the ability to face life's challenges. It disperses dark 

moods and brings emotional balance. It unites Base, Sacral and Solar 

Plexus Chakras blocked by criticism and disapproval. 



Golden Sun-Star imparts abundant energy and stabilizes the link between 
physical and subtle bodies, enhancing sexuality and enters every cell of the 

body, recharging and invigorating cell functions, imparting physical and 
psychological strength. This energy enhances  ones physical vitality and 

brings more energy into the auric field. It is an energy pattern of the new 

consciousness when the great transformation of humanity takes place. 

Golden Sun-Star bring mental and emotional balance and bestows new 
energies to dismiss traditional issues.  It has been used to provide contact 

with the "fairy kingdom", bringing openess and receptivity to tranquility 
and abundance.and can favorably influence the outcome of lawsuits, 

petitions and judgments.  Golden Sun-Star directs energy to where it is 
needed most to stimulate, heal, recharge, and re-motivate.  It imparts an 

energy of sovereignty and eliminates self-sabotage. It is a manifestation 

energy and increases the flow of abundance into one's life. 

  

 

Golden Triangle Healing System 

Some people report that the Golden Triangle healing system feels much 
like Reiki but say that the energy is much more intense. This energy is 

connected to Goddess Isis and is a high frequency energy that is 
successfully used to help aid the healing process of Cancer, Heart Diseases, 

and many other chronic illnesses. Just after the attunement has been 
received people report seeing a golden pyramid spinning in the area of the 

third eye.  

 

Golden Unicorn Healing & Empowerment 

The Golden Unicorn Healing and Empowerment Reiki connects you to the 

unicorns in general, and specifically to the Golden Unicorn. The energies 
are very loving and bring great healing in all areas of your life—physical, 

mental, and spiritual. The sacred healing ceremony included in this manual 

will walk you through a powerful meditation healing that can be used to 
help yourself and others. The symbol given will help you to connect quickly 

and easily so that you can use the energies anywhere whenever you need 
a boost of loving healing energy to get you through the day or trying 

situations. 

 

  



Golden Crown – Prerequisite: Reiki Master (from any system) 

 

 

White Golden Kundalini Reiki and the 44 Chakras 

Chakras are centers of life force (prana, shakti), or vital energy. 

This attunes and empowers you to new kundalini reiki energy with white 

gold energy and earth kundalini. 

This is transfiguring alchemy energy of matter with the fire of white gold. 

This is the strongest and save awakening of kundalini level you could ever 
have in your bodies. This white golden kundalini fire sparks your highest 

expansion of conscience not mean of external forces. 

White gold kundalini shakti chakras activation - It is and strengthening of 

the energy of the chakras of human body or sentient beings 

White gold kundalini reiki chakras activation - It activates the chakras in 

physical objects or places. It makes them spins in higher motions, 
centripetal or centrifugal movements for balance of the energy field, 

electromagnetic field. It can be very powerful, to raise the energy of a place 

or object. 



Centripetal force is a force that makes a body follow a curved path: its 
direction is always orthogonal to the velocity of the body, toward the fixed 

point of the instantaneous center of curvature of the path. Centripetal force 

is generally the cause of circular motion. 

Centrifugal force is the apparent force that draws a rotating body away 
from the center of rotation. It is caused by the inertia of the body as the 

body's path is continually redirected. 

Uses: 

• Like reiki and kundalini reiki 

• Releases all the blockages in the chakras 

• Magical Properties: 

Energy: Protective 

Element: Fire 

Powers: Power, healing, protection, wisdom, money, success, joy, bliss. 

Healing uses for white Gold kundalini includes the treatment of blood, skin, 

neurological and heart disorders. It is white Gold kundalini to be an energy 
generator and remover of blockages with the power to strengthen, amplify 

and conduct energy in the body. 

 

Yin Yang Golden Orb 

Yin Yang Golden Orb infuses the body, mind and spirit with the vital, potent 

essence of life -increasing energy, deepening the awareness of subtle 

internal states and positively affecting all aspects of health. 

It is said to enhance physical, emotional and spiritual health. It is able to 
balance us in exactly the ways that we most need to accommodate a most 

powerful mental clarity booster. In this way we able to capture the universal 
life force in physical form, producing the extraordinarily rare substance 

which is making its healing properties fully available to the body.  

Its pure energy works wonderfully to influence and stimulate our solar 

plexus chakra. It revitalizes the nervous system, as the universal prana is 

of the same nature as the individual prana which is coagulated into gold 
properties as perfect, virgin and untouched. This Yin Yang Golden Orb 

works on both levels, spiritual and physical to provide a good dose of 
healthy prana that overcomes weak and morbid prana and improve its 

healthy flow within the body. 



Benefits: 

• Makes the body supple, deepening physical practices such as yoga 

and the martial arts 

• Increases the body's receptivity to wellness approaches 

• Improves memory, focus, and intellectual acuity over time 

• Strengthens the immune system and stimulates liver function 

• Assists in promoting cardiac health 

• Helps relieve mild or occasional insomnia 

• Promotes good digestion and elimination 

 

 


